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June 2014 – Primer & Luncheon

JUNE 12, 2014
PRIMER PROGRAM

LUNCHEON PROGRAM

9:30-11:30 a.m.
(9:15 a.m. Check-in)

12:00-1:30 p.m.
(11:30 a.m. Check-in)

Measure for Measure: What Counts in

Strategic Storytelling: A Sure Path to

Legacy Giving?

Major and Planned Gifts

Featuring: Greg Lassonde, CFRE, Legacy
Giving Specialist/Consultant (Speaker Bio)

Featuring: Laurel McCombs, The Osborne
Group (Speaker Bio)

Program Description: Whether you have 10 full-time gift planning

Program Description: Stories are at the heart of everything we do.

officers, a brand new legacy program for which you’ll dedicate 5% of
your time (that’s two hours a week), or are somewhere between,

What are your institution’s stories that define its unique identity? Can
everyone tell them in a compelling manner? Do your stories have a clear

measuring effectiveness is crucial. Even if your organization won’t be
moving past the 5% mark, this presentation will give you useful metrics

protagonist, and does the protagonist have a compelling goal? What is
the resolution and greater meaning? Based on the excellent works of

you can take back to your shop. Got 10 FTE? Find out what’s hot and
what’s not. In between? Learn how to sort out what’s crucial for your

Andy Goodman and other thought leaders, this session is valuable for all
development professionals and particularly effective in Major and

organization. This primer program will attempt to review the full range
of quantification, yet point all participants toward some common goals

Planned Gifts.

that could someday lead to a apples-to-apples comparison of nonprofit
legacy results nationwide. Now measure that!

Continuing Education Credit (Pending Approval): 1 Hour CFRE

Continuing Education Credit (Pending Approval): 2 Hours CFRE

MARCH 13, 2014
PRIMER

LUNCHEON PROGRAM

9:30-11:30 a.m.
(9:15 a.m. Check-in)

12:00-1:30 p.m.
(11:30 a.m. Check-in)

Collecting the Money: How to Ensure Your Nonprofit is Getting the

The Endowment Challenge

Most from Matured Bequests
—
Featuring:
Featuring:

Aviva Boedecker
The Sharpe Group

Beth
Kramer
Freeland Cooper
& Foreman

Vera
Sprinkel, CTFA
Sprinkel Fiduciary
Services

Michael

Charles

Wagschal
U.S. Trust

Simonds
U.S. Trust

Bank of America

Bank of America

Program Description: Come hear our panel of experts share their

Program Description: The 2008 financial crisis is over five years behind

knowledge on ways to help your nonprofit receive what it is entitled to

us, yet its impact on nonprofit organizations (NPOs) persists. The bull

http://ncpgcouncil.org/events/june-2014-primer-luncheon/
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